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The freedom of speech is one of our most cherished Constitutional Rights, one which we cannot 
afford to abuse in any form. This adds responsibility to journalists, both on the job and in the 
training arena. 

 
Due to the existing school structure of the Publications class and the ongoing status of the school 
newspaper, the following guidelines are being presented. These guidelines are intended to 
identify accepted tenets of good journalism, to identify existing school policy, and to allow for 
the continued education of learning journalists. 

 
1. There needs to be a clear differentiation between editorial material and news. 

2. When reporting facts, there must be an ability to present those facts without interjecting 
opinion. 

3. Identification of article authors and/or total paper staff is essential (Policy 3330). 

4. Be consistent with existing school policy concerning behavior, etc. (Policy 3330). In other 
words, material published in the school newspaper cannot cause “a material and 
substantial disruption of school activities.” 

5. In case of editorials, letters-to-the-editor, etc., concerning controversial issues, provide 
space for rebuttal, comments and opinions. This rebuttal must be cleared by the editor 
prior to the printing. 

6. Any paper should meet the needs of the circulation public. 

7. Avoid slander and libel or implication of such. 

8. Be consistent with basic tenets and attitudes of the community as a whole. 

9. Avoid misuse of power in print and/or anonymous power (Policy 3330). 

10. Follow established school procedures for fund raising, selling ads, distributions, etc. 

11. Remember that this is a school class and the teacher, the Board, and the Administration 
are responsible for your education and the product you produce (Policy 3330 and 
applicable Idaho Code provisions). 

12. Editorials or opinionated articles taken as a whole should have serious literary, artistic, 
political or scientific value. 
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